TECHNOLOGY TIME WARP

STARRING
Annie Appleseed
What are you doing Grandpa?

Playing a record Annie! It’s how Grandma and I listen to music.

That sure won’t fit on my iPod!
I’ve seen lots of things change over the years. You know we used to churn butter by hand?

How did you get it into sticks?

We didn’t!
We didn’t have a TV either. We would listen to shows on the radio as a family.

No cable? No DVR?!
Technology has changed our world Annie. You can do so much now! In the late 1800’s farmers used to spend days working the wheat fields using a horse-drawn combine. Now we do it in 2 hours with a huge combine tractor and GPS!
What's GPS?

Global Positioning System. It is like a computer on your tractor that gets satellite messages so the tractor drives precisely where I need it to.

Amazing!
So technology and innovation are good?

It sure has helped agriculture, Annie. Because of technology we can produce the safest, most affordable, most abundant food supply in the world.

Is that a Smartphone Grandpa?

Yes, and I just got a tweet from your Grandma.
THE END